ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Today's huge volume of digital information is both advantageous as well as disadvantageous too. Advantageous in the sense that we can get each and every information on the net freely available for reference and hence searching time for required information has reduced a lot. Also it makes more acquaintance of information to people. Disadvantage in the sense that finding duplicate documents has become difficult. Manual detection of them takes more time and hence we seek the help of plagiarism detection systems. Ontologies is a computational model of some domain of the world [7] . This describes the semantics of the terms used in the domain. It is often captured in the form of DAG (directed acyclic graph) consisting of a finite set of concepts + properties + relationships. Given two ontologies checking how similar they are is ontology matching. Figure 1 . denotes two different ontologies and their partial mapping.
PREVIOUS SYSTEMS
There have been many plagiarism detection systems in literature [2] . Few approaches use sentence based matching of documents with the legal and original copies [1] . But these systems could not be applied to large volume of data that is existing. Also if sentences are modified using synonyms detection bypasses the documents. Few systems use word net and other similar resources to detect copying. Some systems used water marking [1] . Our idea is to use ontologies and matching to detect plagiarism 
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Here we take original or legal document and so called copied document as input. We learn ontology from both these documents and then apply an ontology mapping algorithm to detect correspondences between the various entities. Ideally we should get 100% correspondence. But we may take the decision if mapping is above some threshold. The architecture of the proposed system is as shown in Figure 2 . to ontology mapper to map concepts, properties and relationships. Based upon number of concepts, properties and relations in each ontology, the mapping discovered is expressed as a fraction of whole. If this fraction is above threshold we can assume documents are similar in meaning. Otherwise not.
PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENT
We used a demo version of OntoGen ontology learner which is a part of TAO project to generate ontology. And from this we exported OWL file and gave this to our own ontology mapper software. The results were generated for various documents containing small chunk of texts which are dissimilar in sentence wise but mean the same.
CONCLUSION
From the above experiment we concluded that we can build semantic plagiarism detection systems using ontology learner and mapper. The accuracy of the system is dependent on accuracy of ontology learner and mapper. Also the performance of the system too depends on the learner and mapper.
